What might my Marquee Wedding cost?
Although we don’t have set packages we totally understand that when looking at marquee options you
need to get an idea of what it might cost you. Our quotes are all bespoke to your needs but to help
we’re sharing a real wedding; here we show what was included and how much it would cost in 2022.
This wedding was for 150 guests.

What was included?
-

Two 5m x 5m China hat entrance canopies for guests’ arrival with aluminium framed glass double
entrance doors

-

The main marquee was a 30m x 12m aluminium framed marquee, fully lined in ivory pleated linings
with warm L.E.D. ceiling lights to add a touch of sparkle

-

On three sides of the marquee we installed window walls, maximising the natural daylight

-

A fully boarded floor was installed, fitted with a Champagne coloured cord carpet

-

The lighting was via chandeliers on dimmer switches

-

A large oval top table along with round guest tables were completed with Chiavari limewash chairs
with nude seat pads

-

A circular bar was a central feature with 4 poseur tables for the bar area

-

A 6m x 5m black and white dance floor was installed along with an 8m x 2.4m stage for the band

-

A 6m x 6m service marquee for the couple’s chosen caterer. This included flooring, tables and lights

-

A luxury 2+1 toilet unit housed in a fully boarded, carpeted and L.E.D. lit marquee

-

A silent diesel generator for power (fuel is charged for on consumption)

-

All transport, erection and removal of the marquees and equipment. There are no hidden additional
costs for meetings and site visits

ESTIMATE FOR 2022

There are lots of alternatives to the choices detailed here
so do get in touch for a bespoke quote
CLICK HERE TO GET IN TOUCH

£11,175
INCLUDES VAT &
INSURANCE

